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30th Anniversary of the Accession of the Republic of Poland to the
Council of Europe
This A-denominated (3.30-zł) postal card acknowledges Poland’s membership in the
Council of Europe that began on November 26, 1991. The Council was originally
founded in 1949 to uphold human rights, democracy, and the rule of law in Europe. Its
logo and headquarters building, located in Strasbourg, France, are depicted on the
card. The Council now consists of 47 member states, most of which are also members
of the European Union, a separate organization.
Poland’s Ambassador, Jerzy Baurski, is Poland’s Permanent Representative to the
Council. The Council’s two main statutory bodies are the Committee of Ministers and
the Parliamentary Assembly. Poland’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Zbigniew Rau, now
serves as its representative in the former body; and a delegation of 12 other Polish
representatives and alternates serve in the latter body. The Council also has a
Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of Europe, and several other special
bodies, including the European Council of Human Rights. In recent years, the Council
has been accused by some critics of institutional corruption and not having any
meaningful purpose.
Recently, disputes have arisen between the Council and Poland over Poland’s policies
on the LGBT community, its near-total ban on abortions, issues relating to refugees
along its border with Belarus, and the legality of some appointments of Polish court
judges. The Polish government has claimed the primacy of its national sovereignty in
these matters.
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November 10, 2021
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Jan Konarzewski

100th Anniversary of Establishing Polish-Hungarian Diplomatic
Relations
The historic relationship between Poland and Hungary (Węgry) actually dates back to
the Middle Ages. Following World War I, the two re-instituted countries (the Second
Polish Republic and the Kingdom of Hungary) formally established diplomatic relations,
an event that is commemorated on this A-denominated (3.30-zł) postal card. It is also
noteworthy that in December 1921, the two countries’ football (soccer) teams competed
in an historic match in Budapest; this notable event was Poland’s first international
sports competition after achieving its independence.
Although geographically separated by the Slovak Republic, the two countries now have
very strong bilateral relations, with high-ranking officials from both countries meeting
almost weekly. Both are constitutional republics now headed by conservative leaders.
Hungary’s Prime Minister, Viktor Urbán, and Jarosław Kaczyński, leader of Poland’s
governing Law and Justice Party, share many common ideological views. And both
countries have opposed some EU policies on such issues as immigration, each claiming
the primacy of its national sovereignty.

The imprinted stamp on the card shows the coat of arms of each country, and the
remainder of the card displays the two countries’ royal castles in Warsaw and Budapest,
and the two countries’ flags.
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Andrzej Gosik

Army of Anders – Trail of Hope
This 4-zł stamp issue is another philatelic recognition of General Władysław Anders and
his informal army of about 79,000 soldiers and 37,000 civilians who were released from
prisoner of war camps in the Soviet Union in accordance with the Sikorski-Mayski
agreement, with the intent that they would assist in the war effort against the Nazis.
They journeyed through central Asia and the Middle East in 1941-2, and many later
served with distinction in the Polish II Corps under British command in the Allied war
effort in Italy.
This story of Anders and his Army were recognized on two other recent stamps from the
Polish Post: Anders Army – Trail of Hope issued on December 6, 2017, and described

in the January 2020 Polonus Bulletin; and Corporate Wojtek the Soldier Bear issued on
October 31, 2017, and described in the March 2019 Polonus Bulletin. Furthermore,
Poland has issued other stamps on this subject in 2014, 1994, 1989, and 1984; stamps
were also issued for Polish II Corps soldiers serving in Italy in World War II; and
Poland’s Solidarity trade union issued labels on this subject. Several other nations have
also issued stamps on this theme. The pane includes QR and numeric bar codes in the
margin, as well as a schematic showing the relative location of each pane as one of
eight cut from the master sheet.
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Andrzej Gosik

50 Years of Rugby Sochaczew
This A-denominated (3.30-zł) postal card recognizes the rugby team Miejski Klub
Sportowy Orkan Sochaczew or the Sochaczew Hurricanes, one of Poland’s top ten Tier
I Ekstraliga rugby teams. Sochaczew is a town in the Mazovian Voivodeship in central
Poland, located west of Warsaw; historically, the town was destroyed at least 13 times.
Its rugby team was founded in the fall of 1971 by the brothers Bogdan and Ireneusz
Pietrak, Marian Wędkowski, and Edward Grzelak. Its first unofficial match was played
in Warsaw in the spring of 1972 under coach Stefan Wydarski. As a measure of the
importance of this sport to the local townspeople, the present mayor of the town, Piotr
Osiecki, was a former player for Poland’s National Rugby Union Team.
The sport of rugby originated in England in the early 19th Century. It’s played on a
rectangular field called a pitch by two opposing teams of 15 players each, although a
game with seven players each is also played. The teams play for two 40-minute
periods, with each side aiming to score the most points by a try, conversion kick,
penalty kick, or drop goal (kick); each of these scores has a different point value. One
referee and two touch judges supervise the game. The team in possession of the eggshaped ball tries to carry it forward toward their goal; the ball can also be passed
backwards or sideways. The opposing team tries to tackle the player moving the ball; if
tackled, the player must pass or release the ball. The game appears to be gaining
popularity in Poland.
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Jarosław Ochendzan

Polonia Warsaw
Poland’s oldest existing sports association, the Polonia Sports Club (Klub Sportowy
Polonia) (or KSP) is recognized on this 3.30-zł stamp that celebrates its 110th
anniversary. The KSP was formed as a union of several gimnazjum school teams in
Warsaw by the army captain, poet, and writer Wacław Denhoff-Czarnocki, with the
assistance of co-founders Wacław and Tadeusz Gebethner and Stefan Pronaszko. Its
football (soccer) team, known as Czarne Koszule or Black Shirts, was not officially
registered until 1915 and its first football match was not played until 1917 against its
local rival Legia Warsaw. Through the years, the rivalry between these two teams has
been intense; their annual match is called the Varsovian Derby.
The KSP expanded the scope of its sports activities during the inter-war years to include
women’s sports; and such activities as basketball, track and field, and swimming. It was
one of the first teams to accept ethnic minorities as members. During World War II, it
competed in underground sports competition; later many members of the club joined the
resistance movement against the Nazis. After the war, during the Stalinist period, the
club’s name was changed to conform with communist policy requiring a state body to be
benefactor. The team’s official sponsor became the Polish State Railways, and it was

re-named Kolejarze or Railroad Workers. After Stalin’s death, the thaw in the politics of
the Eastern Bloc allowed the KSP to resume its original identity.
Today the KSP football team competes in the II Liga, Group I, in the third tier of the
domestic football pyramid. The stamp shows a photo of the team from 1916 and the
team’s first coat of arms. QR and numeric bar codes appear in the margins of the pane.
The official first day cover shows part of the team’s stadium, with overhead cover, that is
located at ul. Konwiktorska in Warsaw. It was constructed in 1926 and modernized in
2004.
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Agnieszka Sancewicz

Beatification of Fr. Jan Franciszek Macha
Blessed Jan Franciszek Macha (1914-42) is honored on this 4-zł stamp. He was born
in Chorzów Stary in Upper Silesia and ordained as a priest in June 1939. He was
known as Hanik to his family and friends, a Polonized diminutive form of his German
name, Johann. During World War II, he provided spiritual and material assistance to
local Polish and German families that had lost sons and husbands in the conflict. As a
result, he was arrested by the Gestapo, tortured, and executed by guillotine at the age
of 28.

In 2013, he was titled Servant of God and in 2019 Pope Francis issued a decree of
Martyrdom, thus identifying him as Venerable. He was scheduled for beatification in
2020, but the COVID-19 pandemic delayed the ceremony until November 2021.
Cardinal Marcello Semeraro from Rome conducted the ceremony at the Cathedral of
Christ the King in Katowice, an event attended by six archbishops, Polish President
Andrzej Duda, and members of the Macha family. A QR and numeric bar code are
found in the margins of the pane.
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Saints and Blessed
This A-denominated (3.30-zł) postal card recognizes another one of the Catholic
Church’s Saints and Blesseds (Święci i Błogosławieni), the Blessed James (Giacomo,
Jacob, or Jakub) Alberione (1884-1971). He reported that his life was transformed
during a New Years’ Eve Adoration at the turn of the century on December 31, 1900. It
was then, during a four-hour prayer vigil at the Cathedral of Alba in Italy, that he
experienced a strong feeling of obligation directing him to serve the Church and the
people of the new century. As a result, he entered the priesthood in 1907, and began a
career of evangelical work in the Church. In 1914, he founded the Society of St. Paul.
He then expanded the Pauline Family over the years to include the Congregation of
Sisters and Daughters of St. Paul, the Association of Pauline Cooperators, the Disciples
of the Divine Master, the Community of Sisters of Jesus the Good Shepherd, the
Institute of Our Lady of the Annunciation, the Archangel Gabriel Institute, the Sisters of
Mary Queen of the Apostles, the Aggregated Institute of the Holy Family, and various
other entities aimed at conducting apostolic work through radio, TV, films, cd’s, books,
and other publications. He has sometimes been called the Apostle of the New Times.
In May 1981, his beatification process was opened; in June 1996, he was issued a
decree as Venerable for his Heroic Virtues; and in April 2003, he was beatified by Pope
St. John Paul II.
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